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~eeps on growing. ~h.e c~t lines ha~e~[

.... .
.'
, c o m e quite lively. !The site acts as ar;news
I am'wnttnS.this at.a cusp .. It IS 1 Octobe~.?service .. ManypeOple~~e to'jappreciate
and I have Just firushed tnps ,to Toronto, beads for the first time or anew. through it.
Denver and, Chic~go. I have also finished
.
"
.
To acCess the ~lor ptAtes:for this' issue :go .
(at least the t~s) my chapter on beads at
ArikamedU(2S0 pp:) and The Asian Mari- to 'thebeadsim.eom." At' t~e top left click
time /JeadTrade (600 pp.). In a few days, Center for Bead Research and 'fromtliere
l;leave for Africa, hoping to keep in touch Color Plates. Those of interest in ibis isSue
alm?st anywhfre with m~ l~p~op.
.. are: ,The S.eed Bead Gallw';'"'MqrgdretoloIt IS ~he t:ndof an 'era: SInce ~y ,fi~t VISit·,
10:2: Palau Hej[IQomBeads, The three
»" . to ~edu 16 years, ~go, I have b~en previous issues are also illustrated there.
'
working, tow~d ~' defirutlve arch~eologI~ Also, visit the Museum and the Book.
report. From Arikamedu my homon .Wld~
ened. to lIlclu,de the whole Asian littoral,. and '.
")~~';':~::\~"if"
f
completing,the AMBT winds up this phase.' ..~ October 6: American Museum of Natural,
"", Yet, the story' goes on. Look at, the(a~
History, NYC, St. Catherine'S' GA. C
least to me) exciting, news on pag~ 14 about ~" October 8-0ecember 29 '97.-Ghana R ,
East Javanese beads'in Pal~. 'By'happen- ,~ Decemb8r .29-February 28,"98 ~ Ber- ,
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st~ce,'Jsaw,Tjiss~'!'~tp~sOD'S~ .tn ~11Jl~' => March '98 ; sHd Expo, Santil Fe 0 L W
to Include the data I~ the AMfJT clu~,pter o~" C II Consulting, 0= Directing, &:== Lecture. .::
'f~ ,East Java and the Heirloom App,endix.
./. ;..
R == Research,W rr: Workshops ".
"
Tod8.y marks another milestone: the pub".. ' . ,
;';.
"
i' :

lishing of. da~a I,have been gathering for
several years on seed beads. This issue can
serve as a::,monograph' on these beads:· The...J
Seed Bead ,GaOery is on thebeadsite.com.
'
Thispco'ect is not over. "Seed Beads and' ,:'

?~ "'
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. ,

.. Send us vo:ut email adC:lresiS.

@

If the last digits on yo~r mailing '1iIb~1 "
are 10:2, It's ti,me to ~new. .;'.
' ""
Notify uSOf.a~y}~dd~ess.ch.~ng~~. .

:,

~ , iE,aoh cI,a~ of membership receives free.

Beadwo~k'is the. ~~ad E:l.p~ 98 .~hem~,~
advertising space ,and f.,e Bead Identlfl~'j ,
My seed' bea9l~re IS popular, There are: . ,c:ation Certifl~tes'or Research~eports; r .
more collections t9 consult and other, ques- ..J Memberships in!lke wonderful presents,' '
tionsto pursue.
..J,Encourage your Bead~ciety. shop or' t·
.

institution to support us and all beadre
search groups

thelzeadsite.com has become increasingly
,@
crucial to the Center's operation. It is now The Margref Carey "GotclU!'" Award has
our principal means of communication and been extended to The'Bead Site~
a major service. As far as I can tell, we are Her corrections for 10:1 will apPear in the next', I
the large~t and most visited bead site on the issue.
,
.,,' . . 
About the Wampum'.Beltin the Denver Museum

3~ by.S4'inchCs'or about' \
9 em by 1.36 meters.'
'.
, ,.
Weld was the man who· traveled through North

co

Intemet:,1t has put me in touch with many
peopie, incl~ding seVeral old (and long-lost)
friends. Its reach is truly global.
Even if you don't have a computer, you
should make a habit of visiting the site at
least every time you get a new Margare-

of Natural History -lns

Ameri~ in '1795:7 .. 'ThomaS'B~ej apparently
owned ,the volwne photocopied for me .at,the Caoa· •
dian National Library: Beasley was aooUector; but
. whether this belt did ever belong to him is still not
tologist. Things are cOnstantly added (see ve~ed. Its history remains clouded.

What's New on the Home Page); it just ,
2
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seetf'l3eat£s: ftf 'P~rsona{Introauction
Very small beads have been around for a
can

Ie

iong time. They
be strung and worn
as necklaces, bracelets or other forms of
jewelry.,,_ ~utjhey can also be added to
; . 'clo~.~ l~t~C?r~~~any number of surfaces.
. This IS called-beadwork.
Beadw(;rk;'·'~e..s" on many fomis, d~.
pending upon the cbntext in which it is
: 'used.~ Some people,~nsider it a mark of
, their ethnic identifyl '8n~ apply it to aes
. thetic, ritual, ceremonial' or social ends.
In the last few years, my interest in these
'In recent times, . beadwork has been
'used by' the fashion irtdustry' to add ele
. beads has grown. Indo-Pacific beads,
gant accents to' dresses and accessorie~.
whose story I have been tracing for 19
In the last Century or'so, there has been a
years, were clearly used for beadwork.
'search for' the most cost-eft'ectivC? way to
The J;uropean seed bead story became
have the work'done', and the centers of
more interesting to me,. as I traced it both
commercial beadwork' have' moved from
in Europe and in beadwork collections in
. Western Europe' arid North America to
museums.
. Interest in beadwork is expanding rap
Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe.
In recent decades, the role of beadwork :. idly.. I c~ose "Seed Beads and Beadwork"
luis
been enlarged, especiilllyin the U.S. . ,as the theme for Bead Expo '98 in recog..
-., , .
. :nition· of that. Since then,: the activity on
and Europe. It has become a popular me
'dium for'people to express themselves and '~thebeadsite.com has confirin~ this (don't
, forget to visit). The Beadworker's Chat
create beautiful items for their 'oWn pleas
ure,' It has alsobecoDle an instrument of :,: Line .is the liveliest of the four .lines. The
recent Seed Bead Gallery,.,.jsponsored by
choice for many artists, who appreciate' its
ReCursos de Santa Fe, is verl}"popular.
pO"Yer t~ enhance objects with light,. color,
I have learned a lot about seed beads in
depth, movement and life.
the last few years. I still ..leave beadwork
contemplate
and its techniques to the experts, but I
about embarking on an intensive study of
know many people are interested in the
beads more than 20 years ago, I made the
background to this marVelous craft. I
conscious decision that I would not deal
have thought of putting out a book on the
with beadwork to~ any great extent. :
subject, and I still may. However, for the
-This wasnof:.'because I did not like
moment this issue will be devoted to those
beadwork. ',Indeed, 1 found it quite attrac
smallest ofbeads..
tive. Itjust see~¢)o me that there were
It is dedicated ·:to all .bead lovers, all
already a numbei:'Qtstudies on the subject
admirers of beadW'QrkaD:d, above all, to
,and other people int~~~sted in it.·· I had
those who give ofthem~lves to produce
enough to'do with, otlier beads. I did col.
this extraordinary craft.
lect pieces when I visited places it was
" made, but did not specialize in it.':
-

:" "



Wh~n ~:bega~ ;~

•

I am neither a tailor nor a weaver, but
beads are beads. In some early B~ Re..
ports for Ornamen( and a series of atticles
..that stretched over three years' for the
Bead Society Newsletter (Los Angeles;
reprinted as Francis 1985) I wrote about
the history and some of the. uses of seed
beads and beadwork. .(I was then pro
moth'lg an' alternative tenn, "beadwork
bead," which I have since abandoned 
see why in the Vocabulary section).

.
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A Short Hi~torv of aeadwo~k
The roots of beadwork are very deep. If
we define it in the broadest sense of add
ing beads! to the surface of clothing or
other objects or incorporating beads into a
weave, then it can be traced back tens of
thousands of.years. .
Ivory, "basket bead$," more precisely
pendants, were made' in France over
30,000 years ago. They seem not to have
served, as elements for necklaces, but are
believed to have been sewn onto hides
used as clothing. [White 1987].:
Other uses of beads of about the same
age have been detected archaeologically
elsewhere in Europe. ' At 'Cavillon on the
French Riviera, 200 Nassa shells and 22
pierced stag teeth were found with a burial
around a mari' s head, suggesting 'they
'were originally part of a hair net. [Hiler
'1929:28f In the Grotte des Enfants in the
Grimaldi complex of Italy, the·two chil
dren for whom the cave was named were
surrounded by some thousand perforated
Nassa' shells that formed a belt, or rather
an apron, teaching from the navel to the
upper thigh [ibid.:30].
. .'
This 'sort 'of primitive beadwork· was
not limited to the Old 'World. A drawing
of a young Mexican man wearing a
beaded net demonstrates that.

If, , on the other hand,' We define bead
work as covering, an ~~with s1}l~ll.
beads, akin to what .vv;e th~nk of it today,
th~~,too is a very anc~ent.'cr.aft,. '..,
,
':Beadwork of this type requires many
small beads of about the same size. TI.t~y
can be made of nafural materials made
uniform by the hei!hitneth6d, but. if is '
easier to use synthetic materi,als. , ,', _,
The first beadwork, of this type ','was
,done in Egypt, with ',tiny Jai¢nce bea~s,
The earliest I know, is a p~ir o~, bra~e'ets, in
the ,Cairo MuseumfrQni'the XII 'Dy~asty,
ca. 2000 Be. ' ~ot only:w~s~the b,~di~g
laborious, but making the, oea,as was very
. time-consumirig. It is little .:W<!n~er. that
they were worn n1<!stly .bY·~9y'alty~ Tu
tankhamun had' several pieCes of bead
work i~ his tomb, 'iricluding 'p~ir ~f s~il
'dren's $lippers'he 'mu,s! 'have! worn I while
young ~nd a caSsock 4s~ow~rigcaptivel'na
tions. ,[Fox'1951 :,.pL61] .
,
. "Such - beadwork is 'rare' because' the
material (usually ,cloth) 'on~o whichb~s
. are sewn and.toe threads (seWn or wov,en.)
do .not s~rVive burial in most cases,. The
co~st~t temperafu~e ~d drY'. atmosph~re ,
of Egyptian tOII)bs are perfect for ;~uch
preservation," but are rare elsew~ere, . "
' There are a few early examples' of
beads worked into" patterns" on clothing
and other items., A young~irl buried at
Haftavan Tepe,lran, in the 9,.centuryBC
had green, yellow and, brown glass beads ,
and beads of shell and ,carnelian attached
to her cap [Burney 1972]. , At Pazyryk,
,Siberia, frozen graves dated:to 480, B.C.
, contained beadwork on clothing" a ,purse
.. and. a mirror case. ,Small beads, along
with -red wool yam and ,sine,w, were sewn
on the soles of shoes worn, by the dead
[Rudenko 1970:95, 110]. Again, the envi
ronment protected the beadwork.
There are ninth century ~C literary ref
Aztec youth
net cloak and
shell bead necklace. Codex Riol S9r.
erences in India of beads being braided
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· into hair and the tails of horses. From
exaniples. These are not precisely dated,
· about 300 BC the Vinaya Pitaka, the book
but the beads and the cloth"on which they
of rules for Buddhist monks admonished:
are sewn suggest ages of several centuries
~'Shoes (ornamerited with) gold, silver~
(she will present these at Bead Expo '98).
pearls, beryl, or crystal or, copper, or
Asian beadwork is likely quite old.
"
, glass or tin, or bronze are not to be worn,
The earliest African beadwork,- in:".
whoSoever does so is 'guilty of a Dukkata
cluding a beaded crown, is' in the tomb
. offence, [Dikshit 1969:168].
caned Igbo Richard in Nigeria, dated' "to
, The oldest surViving pieces of Asian
the 8th to 11th centuries [Shaw 1970:235]. .
beadwork are in. :the .ShosO-in, a temple
In Europe, beadwork was popular" in
· dedicated ·to·tlie 'memory of King Shomu
the 1500s or earlier. Pearls were sewn'on
in Nata, Japan, Items have been added
caps and ecclesiastical objects, The first".
since it was built in' AD '752, but most of
English reference to them isfr<?m The-In,,:,,:
the ~ntents are' from the 8th century,
ventory of Church Goods in York, etc. 'of
Beaded orooms, clothing, a' serving plate
1553 "Garnished with ... an edge of small
and flower b~sket are among its"treas " seede peariesett round aboute the same."
[O~D 14:874]
,
ures: In succeeding centuries, beads deco
, rated 8WOrQ hilts ~nd horse aCcessories

. .,",

a

f'

[Blak1971:1~2-145.]

.

The first'reference to bead weaving is
in 'a poemby'I:-lam: Dev, ca. l300' AD. It
has been· incorPorate& into the Granthcl
Sahtb (2jS2)~the holy book of the Sikhs:

".'

",.
.

,

.

~

'. Jusi 'os,there is one thread
'
()n it are w6ven' breadthwise and
leniihwise~' .".'
Hundreds ofthousands ofbeads ,
.So,is~ver.Ything woven into the Lord

, . And

Lady Francis Sidney,

School, sec

Effective beadwork needs small, unifo;m ' ond half of 16th century. Pearls adom her
beads of different colors. Aside fTom
hair and the edges of her collar.
, Egyptian'faience, these first appear in In
". Small glass beads, mass.. produced. by
, di~ in the last ,centuries Be .- drawn indo
an early industrial method in Venice from
. Pacific glass beads. Their production has
around 1480, soon became a popular ad
· been continuous since,made in India, 'Sri .junct to pearls in Elizabethan times.
, Lanka, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia and,.
Europeans took the beads around the
Indonesi'a:.:As the Sou~h~st.Asianbrarich,',· world and often introduced beadwork. It
·did not always take quickly. Peoples of
of this industry col1aRs~d, the region im
the American Plains and the Cameroon
ported equally s~all, wound beads from
" 'China, known as Coil beads. '.
.
,.
Highlands, now widely associated with
beadwork, did not adopt the craft un~l, the
Both l~do."'Picifi~ and coil beads were
'1840s or so. An early mention of bead
likely used for \b~~dwork. Unfortunately,
work in the eastern U.S. and Canada was
,there is' no evidence for that, 'save for the
by Weld in the late 1790s. 'Quillwork was
treasures' of the ShosO-in and a few other
examples in Japan. Valerie Hector''is. still in vogue, but beads were already be
tracing the origin of beadwork in South-: ing -applied to moccasins and leggings
[Weld 1968:232-3].
east Asia. and has uncovered interesting
I
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Footi~ COl.

Over. the years.,I have been asked about
seed beads: how to judge their age or what
a term or measurement meant. I,hadto be
honest and reply that I did not know,. Not
knowing something has always. been a
challenge',to me to discover the answer.
The three ,most common questions have
been, how. seed bead are sized. the size of
a hank or bunch and the age ofbeads. As.
I researched these problems it has become.
evident why they were problems - there .
are no simple answers to any ofthem.

30.480
37.664
38.981

English
Rhineland
French

Line in mOl.
2.116
2.179,
2.256

..

.

,;

So, first one had to"choo,se,the li~e.to
use. for gauging seed beads. The French
was generally,. but ,hot. universally, the.
most popular. In,Jateryears, the metric ,:
system replaced the "UneY
.. .
Then, a st~dard
chosen. In the
past, it was usually 'two -lines (ca. 4.5
mm). In more recent times, it is 6.5, to 7
mm. This standard is called; .the' "null"
9'Pf'.~::~:':······· . bead, and ~esignated·'O." T~en. a deci
sion has to b~ made as to the graduatipil;of ,
One of th~, m9st confusing;.aspects of
smaller beads. If%of a line. were used, a
seed beads is the'system used, to designate
bead·that was 1% lines woilld be the neXt
their sizes.. I' am .often asked how sizes are
smallest
.and designated
.
'" bead
.' :',
"
.
'06 and
.,1 one
,
.1
Y2
lines
wide
would
be
000.,
calculated.. }~eopieiry to deviSeform,ulas
, This was' not .v.ery efficient because '
to work OUl\how many beads.of a: par
ticular .size will fit' in a given length or
only seven sizes smallerthan.the'null bead·
make up aspeqifi<? amount by weight.
could b~ numbered:,' For this reason, met
ric measurements became' more popular.~.
If the truth be" told.· it can't be done.
That is because the sizes o(seed beads are
and the difference between each size was~
altered, the difference'
srrtitller as'the .
neither consistent nor are they geared to
.
... being
'.
either the Imperial (inches. feet) or metric
beads themselves got smaller.
systems of measurements. Rather, ' they . '. 'It was also clumsy to designate a bead ;:
are gauged, in the same way,wire is meas
~size as 0000000000, so this is transformed
to 10/0, The null bead is sometimes '::/
ured, beginning with a standard and
marked as 110.
.:;
working down a certain amount through
As I discussed in my. report on the'::'
smaller sizes.
The measurement used for seed bead
Czech industry [9(2) 1996], the process of.
sizes thOUgh. the 1930s was the archaic
making beads the same size is very com
"line," only employed today by some , plex, and in the end only partially success-" i
ful .. To this day, gauges are used to meas
English printers (in the US, the "pica" is
the standard, six to the inch, one pica be
ure beads, and their, owners jealously".
guard
them. They are only as' good as the .
ing equivalent to 12 point type, used in
this journal).
machinists who t001edthem.
.To see how these different systems
A line was a twelfth of an inch, in turn
worked in practice, I, measured beads.on ',.
a twelfth of a foot. Before the adoption of
sample cards from different sources.
the metric system, each foot was different.
They are: R.W, GrUbe, the principal dis
The English· (and Russian) foot were the
tributors of German (Kaufbeuren) ..seed .
smallest, followed by the Rhineland foot.
beads (1980s); Ets.Salvadori, the major
and then the French (see chart).
i

"
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•

French seed beadmakers; (1980s); Toho
, (19708) imd ~yu~f(1990s), the 'principal
Japanese beadmakers; and two c8rds from
the Czech Republic, a Jablonex card from
'the 1950s and a Zasada Glass Beads (dis
tributed byJablonex)' from the 1990s. ;Not
all . 'sizes'
were avulable on each sample
.. ...
,card, so I chose representative,ones.

the sizes of. beads in the same, row to ar
rive at a single figure.
, Good LuckI

Beads ~me packaged in .many ways.
They can be sold loose., Th~y are put into
plastic bags and vials, and in the past into
:<: Sizes Seed Beads in millimeters·
Stass . vials with cork tops. The most
,
I'
'0 (1/0) 5/0 8/0 11/0 'common way to package them, however,
GrObe
7.0 4.0 3.0 ~ '2.2
at least historically, huhe'en in a bunch ,or
"Salvadori
3.0·
harik, a certain amount beads on a cer
"
Toho
2.8
2J
tain number of strings ortbreads. In turn,
Mivuld', :
3.0
2.2
bu~ches are gathered together to, fonn a
Jablonex '50s
3.1
2.4
bundle, a Mazza (Italian) or a "big bunch"
3;1
(C~ch).
"
Jablonex '90s "• 1
2.1
l'
,
* ~Iisted on card. actually ca. 2.8 mm.
. What is considered the ~nunon Vene
tian practice was to join ten. strings' to
Obviously, ther~ are two ,different sys
make a bunch and twelve bunches to
terris, the one used in France'!and"~e Ger
make amazZQ [Neuwirth 1994:104]. This
man-Czech system, adopted by the Japa '" is the bunch given by Dominique Bus
~nese. There are variations, and even a few
. solin, writing of the Venetian industry in
, tenthsof"a millimeter could be important' ,'1847, "margarilines for. embroidery are
.' to some beadworkers. Czech beads seem
strung in masses of one hundred twenty
r "to ,get 'smaller 'over time. Miyilki beads, strings, 5 ~ces." long." [Karldins ,and
are a little'larget' than Toho ones~ Inter-, Adams 1990:73] (A pollee is a French
eStingly, the smaller" the beads 'become,
inch, a little longer than the ,English - S
, the' Closer they are in size across indus
~ces is a little more than 1~.5 cm - the
tries.
. ')'
• •
trafislators left· out a digit.)· .
,Moreover, differerit size systems were
. There is no information on how long
used for' different beads. in, the 1950s' the ',this was standard in Veniee: The ~ost
Czechs report~ (this differs from the ac
detailed explanations of bunches of beads
tual ; measurement) that rocailles 'and
I know are on Czech sample cards of the
'chailottes (see the next section for an ,ex
1950s. These seem to have been standard
, 'planation ()f' these' naII\es) of, size 1110
for a long time. When I as~ed people· in
were 2.1 mm in diameter, b~t,that bugles, . Jablonex about bundles and bunches,thf?Y
tw()..cuts and three-cuts were:, 1.8 cm in
sent me photocopies of charts ,from ,new~
i
diameter. Size 2/0 were 6.0 nun and 3.3 "cards that duplicated the bunclies'; od the
mmand'size 20/fi 1.0 nun and 0.8 nun
sample cards in -...Center's
... callectidn. -.
respecti*ely.· The. null bead was much ' ." To say that there
~as a gr~ vanety 1D
different" in size, and the steps between . these bunches is an under.ement. Ro
sizes:differed. ',' , . .
cailles and chariottes were offered in no
, 'What does" not- show up in this tabJe is
less .than twelve different ways, bugles in
that even on a single"card there ,were' difr
five, and two- and three-cuts in another
~ ferenees in the diameters of the beads
five. Rocailles and charlottes were of
mounted to'snoy/ sites. I had to' average
fered in bunches as small as 5 cm (2")
~.
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long strung ten to a bunch or as large as
50 cm (19.7") strings twelve to the bunch.
Moreover, beads were actually sold by
weight, either pounds or kilograms. In
tum, the we~ght of the, beads was 4eter
mined by the ingredients in the glass.
Beads with heavy metal contents for spe
cial colors are heavier than those without.
Most of the names for the bunches are
geographical;
There are:': PARl[s],
AMERI[ca], KILl (either Kilimanjaro,
Tanzania' or Kilindini, Kenya), VICTO·
RIA:(Lake), NYASSA (modem Malawi),
NIGER (probably Nigeria), ~APE (of
Good. Hope), INDIA, CANADA, MISRI
(Arabic for Egypt) and OTOMAN (Tur
key). The ones I have not satisfactorily
identified are HRMA, KLAPAT, INROC
and NEPAR.·

One way to date seed beads is to know
when a particular color or style was first
introduced. Thus, gold ruby g1ass for
white hearts and pink glass was not' used
for seed beads until about 1830. Char
lottes are known by 1840. The 1850s saw
the introduction of lustering and silver
inside beads. During the 1860s, color
lined beads and two-cuts were successful,
with galvanized and probably three-cut
beads. 'in the next decade. White beads
lost their .clear coat in the late t 860s and
Imperial yellow was produced around this
.time, Square holes became available in
the 18908. Cut steel beads disappear
around 1900.
However, judging a piece of beadwork
that does not have anY of these distinctive
types becomes much' more difficult. If a
worker used only, say, black, blue and
white beads how could one date a piece?
I have developed a shorthand way to
do this. It is a method I have found use
ful, 'but it is not foolproof I have exam
ined many well-dated pieces of beadwork

in·the Denver Museum ofNattiral History
and: the Denver Art Museum. ~ I intend to
test these results against other beadwork:
'cotlectic)ns, especially African ones. Here'
, ..... ,
.are, my preliminaiy 'findings.~
: ;' l.Before 'the 1860s, there was little
uniformity in glass colors. The 1860s ~W',
heated competition betWeen Venice and .
Bohemia, and the Venetians. introduced
better glassmaking techniques and new
colors.
.
.
2. After the 1920s the diameters' ofJ
seed beads become' more regular.' As the"'·
measurements of the cards in thi(issue' .
show, they are still not perfectly regt)lar,., :
but they were much more irr~gu~ar ~~fore.. ,:
this time. I believe the Danner Drawing' '
Machine was introduced to Vehice and
Bohemia, legally or not, ~os~ as soon as
it was put into use.by the Libby Glass Co.
(patented in 1917).
,
3. Lengths do 'not become relatively .
,regular until the' 1949s., ! Still do not,
know what innovation caused this.. '.
'In sum, there was a driv'e by European
·beadmakers toward ,making their product,
as standardized as ·possible. ~.e ultimate.
· standard' beads are the Delica beads made.
by Miyuki of Japan, where computers run
· the beadmaking machines. Tllis' drive to
ward uniformity was':first accomplished
for colors in the 1860s, for diameters in
.
the 1920s' and for lengths in the .1940s.
I woUld appreciate' any input others',.
might have on this question.. I shail also'
Jet you know as I continue to work ontms
issue.
~."
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However, "seed beld" has a much
richer history than "seed coral." 1 have
t~~ ~ses of this term datipg t() lS03,two'
q.f'them ads in the Daily Advertiser in
Ne~ York taken out , byEp~mHari .
[Gottesman 1965: lOS, 347] and one from
list of goods tor die Lewis:'and' Clark'
expedition by Israel Whelen ;of Philadel":'
p~a [Davis 1972:288]. My next reference
comes from the IS05-6 ,trip of' Joseph,
Corry [1969:58], enumerating the good~.
to carry to West Afti~.


LSeed .
different names.
(,;There are different languages involved,
. .~different beadmakersand distributors, and
.~Jhe q>nstant input of beadworkers. ,Some
.nam~t:;~~ flUSed for speCific beads, whil~
· others ,refer to techniques' used to make or
· decorate them. \
· NB:mes .are important. They' help us
~iscussthings by identifying what we are
·..conimunicati~g~· , This no.t an· attempt to
,~stapd8rd~ see(tbeads.~es; but there
l,U'~commQgly adhered-t9 ~efinitions used
· by. beadmakets.for .certain beads or proco
· ,.esses. By .examining these and their his
. , tory. as words"'(etymology) our apprecia
tion ofthese little beads increases.
· 1 thought for ,some time about how to
~ present these~words. They could.be listed
talphabetically;· It would be easier to find
'·~ariant. terms': that w~y. However, it is
· more logical tO'Degin with some of the
'., basic terms and build upon them.
' , ' Seed ,Bead. Several writers have ·sug.;
",gested that the term came into use as glass
t J,eads reP.laced beads,'made from actUal
,' ,seeds;' ,1 believe thi~ etymology is false.' .If
. fsomeon~l:on the 'Great 'Plains, the Camer
oon grass,l~~s or in Gujarat, .lndia·'applied
such a wQrd to'aglass bead it would cer
,tainly. hav~,l!een·in·the locallanguage,.not
i that of QIl.,J3nglisb~sPeakiilg trader.!
'. . ]lather,;~I'believe·,the answer is in the
. long' and honored use of ~'seed pearl;~'
· which is. a.seedin a sense. The Oxford,
i 'English Dictionary (bereafter' OED; all
, editions) .cites , "seedp~l" as early as
'" 1,5?3;;.QIldthen%Jain in 1574/S, 1624 and
· used by John Smith in'Virginia in 1710. '
'. It does not cite "seed bead," but does
."cite "seed cOral" in 1879, ''The Chinese ...
"Jsed to prepare strings of snlall rows of
~-cora1 'beads (or embroiderY." Indeed,
they ,did, The term was labeled usimula
.-tive" by the OED after "seed pearl"
_...

j<
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'~'Seed Bead" should be

in, .;
the dictionary - It's been '

around nearly 200 years..

Thus, "seed bead" was an established
term at least; in two American' cities and
among'the English trading in West Africa
by the fIrst decade of the nineteenth cen
tury. It is only used in English as far as 1
kno~, thiough the French use grain (seed)
for. small beads and in 1799 Schreyer
wr~te of KiJmer oder Korallen(seeds or
corals) in.German [Neuwirth 1994:177].
Rocaille. This is a French term, first
used in the plural (rocq':l8i1les) in 1360
and,in the singular in 1648. It refers toa
mass of small stones, or, shells, such as'
fossils. It was later eXten"ded'to imitation
surfaces decorated with stones' (as on the
inside of a grotto used in the Stations of'
the Cross). During tlie Regency ,period
and under Louis XV it dCscrl6ed' elaborate
decorations on many. ~urfaces.The
French Academy and Victor Hugo used it
in the 1840s as a synonym' for rocoCo
[Grand Larousse 1977:5233].:
.
, Its extension into beBds must have been
on the analogy ofthe texture of beadwork.
It' was first used for beads in 1647 when
H. de Blancourt wrote, "Tous nos mer

....
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Bugle•. This' term is from English,
ciers vendent cette rocaille qui sont des .•' ~
though based on a misunderstanding of
81:ains jaune et verts."
[Barrelet
1953: 1661 (All our tailors sell 'these' ro
Freilch, Cotgrave's' French-English di~
tioh~, of 1632 defined,. 'buisrme . (Old
cialle, which are yellow and green beads.)
French for trumpet, ~bugle)as a ,pipe;. '
the JerInisnow used specifically· for
mixing it up with. the French. word for .
round seed beads, particularly good ones,'
made from "hard glass;" meaning -at least
pipe, buise [WienerJ922:248l(n6w buse,
and used only in techriica1·writing).. .
in: the Czech context a potassiuln~lime
glass with a high silica context..
However, the confusion predates this;
Charlotte. I do not 'know' where this
dictionary. In 1579, Edmund Spenser's
The Shepherd's Calendar spoke of a . gir~
n~ine comes from. Charlot in French is
die "Embossed .with' bugle,,· around, the
"~Ilit,, and these beads were carted into
belt." Two decades ~later .Shakespeare .in
Bohemia to De cut. Charlotte' is also a
woman's name, but no historical Charlotte
As You Likeltdescribed'~bugle eyeballst
seems a' good candidate (CharlQtte ofBo
referring not to the, shape bu~ ,the dark col
hernia w8sunpopular,there because ofher
ors of the common English· glass bea4
German.sympathies). '
[See 9[ I]: 14; 1996 for more details.] The,
Spencer quote iSirelied, upon for the be
ginning
date ofEnglish; beadmaking.
,Seed:bead names
Today bugles are short tubes~sold .both
derived from French, Italian by diameter and length. Tbeyare made of
"soft glass,"ordianrysoda glass. and are
L' ,.'and English words.
less expensive than rocailles.
t·
Macca. This is.a term not much in use
Charlotte was a French term designat
today,
but very important historically.
ingthe smallest seed beads, the ones Ve
The. word is Italian~ meaning "in 'abl:ln""
netians call margarites. The Venetian
dance/' but why it is applied here, I do· not
ghlssmaker Bussolin writing in French in
know. It refers-to .bugles·with six sides.
1847,. ~arklis and Adams 1990:74] and
These were commonly black, and they -are
the Venetian historian Abbot Zanettti in
the basic tubes for two-cut beads.' .,
i874 [Neuwirth 1994:204] confirm this,
Carroll [1917:20] '~aid. that Lorenzo
In 1841 AltmOller wrote: "Venetian
Graziati
first produced .them .in 1860. and
beads frequently go to Bohemia to be
that Giuseppe Zecch~n,'and i.others. later
ground and faceted; This is even done
developed them later. ,He· said they were
with the finest kni~ting heads whicbalso
made by "subjecting the tubes to.enough
acquire their facets this way... and then
pressure to give them. facets ... ," How
becom~ a' new commercial article the two
ever, patents fromJ864 by J: Bassano:and
distant .cOuntri~s both have a part in."
1867 by Zecchinshow molds for shaping
[Neuwirth 1994:212].
gathers,
not any sort of pressure technique
,.' Altl!lOller was desctibing what are now
[Neuwirth 1994:108..9.]
called chaflottes~ They' are small rocaiUes
strung on wires and ~eld against a rotating
"Cut Bead"~ doesn't always
stone wheel. 'This gives them tiny facets.
All things being eq~al (color. finishing,
mean what o,t1;e:n:iight think~
etc.)' these' are thernost expensive' seed
.
beads.
Two-cuts. (~e~go...als, B.ex cuts).'
Once you have inaccas, it is no problem to
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make two-cut beads,i,as they are just seg
m~nts of these tubes.. ,The tenn is con-:
", f\ising, but was in-use fot these beads at
. :. l~st by 1900 [Neuwirth 1994:432]. The
only cut$ing~one.to them is to sever them
, from. th~ tubes. ,,,They are cheap and a
~ handy $Ourcc offaceting effects. '
Three-euts. These aretwo<uts strung
, on a, wire and put -against a grooved, r0
tating stone. to facet the edges of the
beads. ,rhis'often makes them too biconi
cal, .. so they-are ground again on a flat
stone at ,their equators. to round them off.
Being much more, labpr-intensive, they
are more'costly than tw~cuts.

•

[Neuwirth 1994:63-6]. The ,first aniline
was purplet invented by Perkin in England
in 1853. Others colors ,followed and the
industry grew through the ,1860s, . By
1877. Gennany was, the. leading maker.
[Barrowcliff and X 1942:806].'. .
Color lining will fade in the sun and, .
will flake out. Silver lining can flak;e and
the silver will oxidize. Varnishing c8n
slow these, proCesses.
Luster (Rainbow A.B.). This is a sur
face technique. Beads are sent through ~ ,
chamber in which metals have been vola~
tiZedinto fumes. The particles melt into
the'surface of the beads, producing an at
effect. Lustering appears in re
" Colors'''are added to'beadsto tractive'
ports on the Czech industry as early as
1856 [Neuwirth 1994:374-S]tbut lustered
'.. take advantage of hues ' .'
beads did not become common until
~mpossible tp make in'glass.
around 1873 [ibid.:67].
Lined beads. ': These are made froth
Rainbow is a refinement of luster.
While lust~ng only gives a bead a shiny
clear or transparent tubes. A color Or a.
finish, rainbow adds'colors to ,it. It stands
metallic' ~ating 'lilies' ~ perforation 9~, halfway between lustering and AB.
these beads,', giving"'th~m particular ef-,
The most spectaculatluster,was devel
fects. .There 'are two major types lined
oped by Swarovskiof Austria. The me
beads: silver·Uned and color lined' (color
thllic particles are smaller than a wave..
inside). '.' ,
"
,
Today both are made'in the same way'.
length of light, giving a brilliant finish
known as Aurora Borealis (AB.). It was
Seginents cut from tu~s are put il.lto'a vat
commercially available beginning in
of 'dye or silver"ammonia nitrate (the
1956. It and its cousin, "Glacier Blue:'
backing of n:tirr9rs) a.p.~ stirred ,~. ~o be, ;arerarely (never?) used on seed beads..
. covered inside and out with the liquid.
They then pass through the apparatus used
Surface finishes add even
to'tound ,beads. :rhe tumbling m<;ltion. re-'
f "mc;>ves the :col<;l~from the surface and. the '
more interest the beads.
ends ,ofthe beads,.leaving it on the inside.,
, in earlier times, .color lining was done
lrisizing.
This is another surface
by drawing: a dye-impregn~ted string
treatment with a history that parallels that '
though a tube or immersing ~;(hibeindye ' of lustering; In this method, beads (com..
and carefully wiping' off the' surface, It
monly black ones) are put into'~ vat with
was'-used principally for "coral/t' a~'col()r 'lacquer in which are.' Suspended metal
difficult" to Atake in glass.' Silver lining
particles. The beads' then, ,gol through a
was often. 'done by, sucking the material
furnace that burns away the 'Organic mate
. intojh~ fube.. By",h:'iSSOs a successful
rial and leaves the metal adhering 'to the
silver lining was achieved. Color lining
,surface. L.V. Pantotsek invented the pro
waited for the introduction of aniline dyes
cess,in 1856 in Hungary. Again, it seems
o
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to have been introduced for beads on a
large scale around 1873 [ibid.:67].
Galvanizing and metalizing are allied
to irising,' using often precious' metals in
several steps to completely coat the bead
with a metallic surface.

parent synonyms" and that "Atlas" 'is .
probably the later of the two. However"
"Atla~' was used as early as' ca. 1800 fora'
type of seed bead [Francis 1988:39]. , Al
las' beads are made from satin :.glass; and
are pentagonal in section.' 'Larger ones
were ground off at their ten comers. "
. Satin '(also silky:and satinized) 'glass
gets its sheen from many tiny bubbles
running through it. .These' are stretched
out with the tube to form long" thin holes
through the bead (hold one up.to a light
and look at the ends). Originally,.' the
bubbles were 'created by stirring the glass
vigorously [Neuwirth ,1994J~~]. Chemi~
cals are also added 10 the batch to produce
bubbles.
"
,
Atlas (pentagonal satin) seed beads go
back to at least 1800. At l~st by ,the
1950s and perhaps' much earlier,·' they
were replaced by bugles with round or
hexagonal section~. . ' . .
Square Hol~. I ~elieve square (a.lso
triangular and hexago~) holes', i!1 seed
beads were made possible by the' Riepl
drawing machine i~troduced in 1889 and
still in operatioIt for this pUrpose Xsee
9[2]:5, 19~6).
.'i·
t

';'Different glasses are used
for severai effects.
Alabaster, Opal and Chalk Glass.
Alabaster and opal (what I believe the
Czechs call, chalk) glasses fonn a contin
uum. They contain particles, often tiny
crystals, '. that scatter light. Opal glass is
opaque and commonly used as the base
for the best artificial pearls. Alabaster
glass has fewer and larger inclusions than
opal and is translucent when thin. [Scho
lesand Green 1975:326-9]
, .' Dyed, or Colored Glass. . Ordinary
glass can be colored on the surface. There
is an 1818 description of how to heat fin·
ished beads and coat th~m with powdered
metals, letting the color matter adhere to
the surfaces. During most of the 20th
century, beads were 4yed in a process
called "etching" or "through exchange"
[Neuwirth 1994:43, 62], the details of
whichI have not learned.
It is most common to dye or. color seed
, beads of opal and alabaster glasses. This
prpduces colors not otherwise possible,
particularly pastels.
When looked at
closely, the beads have patches of color
rather than one color throughout. The
coating wears off in time.
Ceylon· Pearls. The earliest use of this
term· 'I have seen is on a Venetian sample
card dated to 1899; it is still in use. Ini
., tially it referred to an alabaster glass lined
inside and lustered. More recently. it is
more' common to dye the alabaster glass
and luster it.
Satin Glass and Atlas Beads. Neu
wirth [1994:153] said these terms are "ap

<0.•

.Many seedbeads;cQ~bine
, different special,effects..
Faceted-holed beads are uSed in con
junction with silver lining to give, afac
eted lookto the whole' beelcr. If the tube is
twisted When drawn, 'a'iinique~~iumri:ieiing
effect is achieved with massedbea:ds..
Several of these iatter terms are. ,really
composites. Many of the processes de- .
tailed" here can be :used in conjunction
with one another" as the Ceylon Pearl
alone demonstrates.
Some processes
would never be used tpgether (Who would
line a black macca'l), but often several of
them are combined on the same bead.
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I believe that one of the most interest
ingJthings I have learned while working
. on this. project' was that cooperation
among European beadmakers was very·
crucial.. In earlier works, other writers and
[ have emphasized rivalry, particularly
between ·Yenice.and Bohemia.· There
certail!ly w~ competition, and that was
al)Vays healthy, spurring ·the glassmakers
and the b~admakers to· produce 'better \
projects.,
..
. Yet, ·there. was also collaboration be..
tw~n the, beadmakers.· The stories of
charlottes,as well as. maccas, . two-cuts
and·three-cuts iIlu~~rate the situation. The
. fact that Bussolinpublished.detailed ac
counts of Yeneti~ beadmaking in French
is another example.
~an we credit the wide similarity
~mong bead makers in terms of names and
techniques to this cooperation? To some
extent, yes. Certainly, the use of similar
narnes:indicates. a willingness toconfonn
to establis}tedr,uses. However, we can't
take this too' fa.C;:r:'For example, ·it is not
.. ~lear·· how .much .;(:~o~peration there was
between the JapaneSeand~European seed
bead makers, yet they produce, basi~lly
, the same beads. Theone:~~ception is Mi
" yuki's Delica beads, but the Czechs are
working hard on their own to duplicate
them..
What will the next advance in seed
, beads be?
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Palau .
. is the westernmost. large is
l~d of Micronesia (the "tiny islands'~),
dtrectly north of western New. Guinea.
Linguistically;; Palauan is only one of two
Micronesian languages (the other is spoken
on Guam) related to the Western Austrone
sian group spoken in Indonesia Malaysia
'
the Philippines and Madagascar.,'
The "bead money" 'of Paiau. was first
recorded by Captain Henry Wilson, who
wrecked the Antelope off the island in
1783. Since then, much has been written
about these heirloom beads, but little re
veale~. A principal problem; was that they
are highly valued and kept very secret . .
~ow .the ~ecret is leaking out.. Mandy
ThlJssen-Etplson (Palau: Portrait of a
Parad!se ,n.d. ~CO Maritime Corp., Ko
ror, Palau) persuaded many Palauans to
show. her their beads and even to photo
graph them. The result is the most com
plete'corpus of these beads, all in color
many identified by a generic and an indi:
vidual nam~: For the first time, it is possi
ble to identify the heirloom beads of Palau
dividing them into four groups:
'
1. Indo-Pacific beads.' The "trade wind
beads'~ (ibid. A 1); the &:lIang, out of
circiJlation since the 1920s.
2. The Bachel. These mostvalued beads
are crescents of glass bangles drilled on
.tw~edges, to sit as a· gorget. The
bracelets probably came from mainland
Asia,' Only more work (including
analyses) will pinpoint their origin.
They were cut and drilled locally.
3:, East Javanese glass beads.
4. <Monochrome beads difficult to 'assess
without personally examining them. .
lndo:-Pacific beads, are no wQnder, and
the origi!l of the bangles needs to be lo
cated, but the biggest surprise is that all the
spectacular East Javanese beads are found
..
.
in Palau.

The most widely owned and highly val~
ued bead is the white-spotted' eye bead ','
with a yellow center (chelbucheb,' strictly
t~eMeringaIChad, "precious"). [I hid
known this before.]
Large Pelangis,
(Kluk), small tWisted striped beads (Smes:"
mob)~. mosaic- be8ds: (Ngirbi4u1 and ail
"unknown type'!); 'B:Dd ~possibly the "Big
Yellow" . (Bleob :of' the Kldaitgroup)
(ibid.:42-3) are all in circulation:'
,,
This demonstrates there was active
contact between ;Palau and' Bast Java be
tween ca. A.D. 600 to' 900, when these
beads were produced. The prehistory of '
Palau is unknown. This 'is a,chapter an .
otherwise blank book. Sotne,believe the
Palauans arrived from Indonesi,a '(note the
linguistic connection), From East Java?" .
.,·These beads actively circulat~as money
(up to $30,000 each). Three Classes were
deValued during ,the. 1920s when the:'Japa
nese controlled Palau:"
"
''I
1. Indo~Pacific' beads, which 'probably .
,Served as small chari.ge and was' replaced
by JapaIiese and then American: coins. , .
, 2. Translucent green BacheIi driven out
by imitations made from the bases of bot..
'ties (by whom?).· .," ;
.
" j. Beads made by slicing larger beads (a
case of altering) used. in a' dowry ritual
tnade defunct under the JapaneSe.
,
, The impo~ant collections are held by:,
older men, either their oWn or the chin's .
W~men usually wear one bead loaned by
their husband's clan, but can inherit them
from their mother or husband.
, The collections are closed ~excePt that
1.) They" were ,increased by cutting ,up
b~ds and'bangles.· 2.) Beads ,from looted
Indonesian sites· are being sold lOcally.
They are said to be worth less than the
ones on the island' with histories attached.
to .them. It wiU, be interesting 'to .'see if
these looted beads,achieve vatue on Palau'.
Again, beads are helping to write the
.
story of a people:

in
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